
ON INGHAM’S TRIGONOMETRIC INEQUALITY

BY L. ,1. MORDELL

Ingham has recently proved the following

THEOREM. Let

where the h’s are real and h,
Then

N

f(t) Ea,e

,-1 > 0 (N < n <= N’), and let.’l’= -.

f(t) dt (N n(1) a

He notes that we may take , 1, T by the substitution -yt t’.
may then rewrite the result as the

richEOREM. Let
_..Xrt(2) f(t) are

r--=O

Thenwhere the h’s are real and hr

We

(3) ar - 1 f(t) dt (0 < r < n)

His proof, to which he was led by considerations of Fourier transforms, is.
quite short. Its essential idea, however, as I see it, can be presented in a.
rather simpler way, which also leads to a more precise result. He has shown
that the factor lIT in (1) cannot be replaced by a factor c/T where c is an
absolute constant < 1, but my proof shows that the factor 1/ in (3) can be
replaced by a factor Kr < 1/r depending upon the ’s.
On multiplying (2) throughout by exrti, it suffices to take f(t) in the form

hr.-- Xr--1 >= 1 (--(m-- 1) <= r <= n),

f(t) dt,

(4) f(t) are-x’t, Xo O,

and to estimate a0 I. I prove that

a01 __< _Ko(5)

with

(6) Ko 1 - (r/r),
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where the dash denotes the omission of r 0, and r is defined to be the
integer such that tr has the same sign as ,r, and tr is the greatest integer __<
I, I. Clearly K0 1/2 when all the h’s are integers.
Write

(7) g(t) _, A to O,

where we shall presently define the A’s as real constants and the ’s as a
steadily increasing set of real numbers. We have

(8) f(t)g(t) dt ar A8 e-x’’t+"’it dt.

We now impose the condition on the A’s that the coefficients of all the a’s
except a0 are zero. We have a simple expression for a0 if we assume now that
the t’s are integers. Then

2vao Ao f(t)g(t) dt,

and so

(9)

We assume for the time being that none of the differences
except X0 0. Then

e-x’i+"’u dt
2i sin (

t8 are zero

2- (Xo vo 0)"
Hence -, A, (- 1)(lO) =0 (--m<__r <_ n,rO).

This is a system of m q- n homogeneous linear equations in the m + n -- 1
unknown A’s, and so there is a solution in which all the A’s are not zero.
Such systems are well known, and a solution is given when the A’s are such
that

II’
(11) A. (-1)"

is the identity given by splitting the right-hand side into partial fractions.
This is obvious on putting x ),. Multiply (11) by x t. and then put
x . Hence

(12) A.(-1)"’ ’(,- ),) IX" (.- ),
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where the double dash denotes the omission of the term with r s.
ticular,

(13) Ao I’ (X/).

In par-

We wish to estimate (9).
x -- , that

(14)

we write (9) as

(15)

Since we see, on multiplying (11) by x and making

2r la0[ [A0 -<_ f If(t) [A(-1)’[dt.

We show now that we can choose the integers t* as a steadily increasing
sequence and so that A0 > 1 and As(- 1)’ < 0 when s 0. We have already
taken 0 0, and we now take the other ttr such that r has the same sign as

hr and t*r is the greatest integer not exceeding I}, I, and so here less than
)’ 1. The , are all different since the successive },’s define intervals of length

at least one. Then (13) shows that A0 > 1. Suppose first that s > 0.
There are n s negative factors in the denominator of (12) arising from
r s q- l, n, and n s -- 1 negative factors in the numerator arising
from r s,..., n. Hence As(-1)" < 0. Suppose next s - < 0.
Then there are n q- negative factors in the denominator arising from
r -z q- 1,.-. n, and n q- r 1 negative factors in the numerator
arising from r --a + 1,
A.(--1)’ < 0.
We now rewrite (15) as

2r a0 A0 -< --f_=
Then from (14)

-a q- 2,... -1, 1,..., n. Hence again

((16) [aol =< 1.-
1 _1 If(t) ]dt,

and this is (5).
We have temporarily supposed in (4) that none of the h’s except 0 0

are integers. The simplest limiting process in (16) shows that (5) still holds
when any of the h’s are integers, ,0 0, and the it’s are as defined there.

I wish to thank Mr. Ingham for comments on my manuscript.
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